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literary style, and invested the king of Patana with the
dignity which classical poets had reserved for the ancient
royal houses of the Sun and the Moon. Gurjara Bhumi be-
came a great country. Patana rivalled the glories of ancient
Pataliputra and Ayodhya. But this later day specimen
of the kavya is, but for stray flashes of poetic merit
and some historical material, lifeless and pedantic.
Hyperbolic praise, characteristic of courtier-poets, mars
the dignity of the whole poem, and is difficult to excuse
in so versatile and great a scholar. It can only be
explained by the fact that in the Patana of Siddharaja,
literary taste and ideals had deteriorated.
KumUrapftlacarita, illustrating the rules of Prakrta and
Apabhransa grammar, is an attempt to give a Vikramaditya
of its own to Gujarata. It has served as a model for
innumerable caritas, prabandhas and rasas, which have
kept alive the memory of Calukyan Gujarata, fostered
provincial patriotism, and helped to build up a tradition
of unity for modern Gujarata.
The poem opens with a description of Kumiirapala,
and the feudatories waiting upon him.   Anahilapura is
then described, as also the   wealth   of the   king, the
splendour of  its Jaina temples, and the liberality with
which he worshipped at these temples.   The magnificence
of the king's possessions, his gardens, the luxury in which
he lived, and the pastimes of his people during different
seasons are then dealt with.    Canto vi deals with Ku-
marapala's war with Mallikarjuna of Konkana. Ambada,
minister Udayana's son, who bore the title of 'Rajapitamaha',
achieves   a   victory   over the   king   of Konkana   and
brings his head, covered with gold, to Kumarapala.   The
other conquests of the king are then referred to.   In canto
vii, Kumarapala wakes up to find himself a Jaina uttering
religious wisdom, and invokes Srtadevi   The goddess, in
canto viii, delivers a sermon full of the well known philo-
sophic and religious doctrines of Jainism.   It is very poor
as a kavya. But it aims at conciseness and proportion, and
bears some impress of the classical art, which later Gujarati
poets never succeeded in reproducing*   Prak^ta, as this

